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Employment Contracts

• Retail staff are normally “employees”

• Retail contracts are normally “open-ended” and terminable on notice 

• Part time/flexible working arrangements are commonplace

• “Zero hours” contracts are controversial

• Agency workers regularly used



Employment Risks

• Dismissal risks:

• 5 potentially fair reasons (including poor performance)

• Must follow a fair procedure

• Discrimination claims

• Whistleblowing
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Termination example: Isabella Mancini
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Isabella is employed by a fashion retailer. Her employer has concerns about 
her performance and is considering disciplinary action for her posting of 

inappropriate comments on social media and for an incident involving 

fireworks at her home on New Year’s Eve. 

Can she be dismissed without the risk of a claim?

In UK
2 years’ service?

1) Fair reason for dismissal?

2) Fair procedure?

3) Potential remedies?

In Italy
Passed probationary period?

1) Justified reason for dismissal?

2) Followed procedure?

3) Potential remedies?



Industrial relations

• Union membership lower in UK than Italy:

• Lowest in London and the South of England

• Main retail union is USDAW

• Focus tends to be on large retailers, e.g. Tesco

• Collective agreements

• Industrial action
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Cost of Labour

• Wages:

• National Minimum Wage: £6.50 (lower rates for under 20s)

• “Living wage”: £7.85 (London: £9.15) 

• Benefits:

• Commission payments – normally based on performance of individual or 

store

• Staff discounts; long service awards; pension 

• Social Security / Employers’ national insurance 

• UK - Employer’s national insurance is set at 13.8%

• Italy - Social security contributions for employers are currently 32%

• Summary: an average full time annual salary for someone in retail in the UK 
is approximately £14k-15k plus benefits. Retailers tend to pay slightly more in 

London and premium brands/specialist retailers tend to pay slightly more 
again.
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